
BBS/PVBM Intro and Overview 
RE:	REQUEST	FOR	COMPLIMENTARY	PRACTICE	ANALYSIS		

A	Li%le	About	Our	“Value	Based	&	Popula.on	Health	Programs	“	

Physicians	are	losing	out	on	hundreds	of	thousands	of	dollars	annually	in	missed	mandated	value-based	
metrics	and	populaHon	health	assessments	not	supported	by	their	EHRs.		

"Precision	Value	Based	Management"	owns	the	very	technology	that	grades	and	ranks	physicians	for	payers,	
hospital	systems	and	ACOs,	with	over	21	million	paHents	currently	being	tracked.		We	know	exactly	what	is	
expected	of	each	physician	pracHce	and	every	individual	medical	necessity	of	their	paHents.		Every	Hme	there	
is	an	update	to	the	condiHon	or	paHent	record,	new	medical	necessiHes	are	found	within	those	results,	which	
our	system	then	acts	upon.		

	 For	example,	even	if	physicians	did	Annual	Wellness	Visits/AWV	and	Health	Risk	Assessments/HRA	for	
every	paHent,	they	will	sHll	be	penalized	for	failing	to	act	on	medical	necessiHes	found	within	those	results.		
Physicians	are	completely	unaware	this	is	even	happening.		Only	our	plaVorm	can	idenHfy	these	deficiencies,	
engage	your	paHents,	and	drive	this	missed	revenue	for	you!				

	 Our	example	pracHce	you	will	see	shows	missed	revenue	for	medically	necessary	mandated	services	of	
$554,559.26.		This	our	lowest	example	as	most	are	well	into	seven	figures.		The	only	thing	worse	than	missing	
out	on	this	type	of	revenue	is	being	penalized	for	not	taking	it.		That	is	exactly	what	happens.		

Do	you	have	ancillary	services	you	are	trying	to	grow?			

How	about	CCM	or	RPM?		We	own	our	own	CCM	and	RPM	tracking/billing	app	but	we’re	happy	to	help	you	
grow	all	of	your	programs	by	finding	who	has	medical	necessity	and	then	engaging	them.	We	also	have	several	
high	value	and	revenue	ancillary	service	partners	that	use	our	system	to	determine	medical	necessity	for	their	
products	and	services.		We’re	happy	to	connect	you	to	those	as	well.		

To	start,	simply	go	to	our	website	at	precisionvbm.com,	and	either	watch	the	short	video	near	the	top,	or	click	
on	the	PDF	version	just	above	it.		This	will	show	you	the	current	Medicare	PenalHes,	what	our	technology	does	
that	no	other	can,	and	a	sample	of	what	revenue	you	are	not	only	missing	but	gebng	fined	for	not	taking.		Just	
below	the	video	is	a	list	of	Benefits	to	the	Provider,	including	no	upfront	cost	and	nothing	owed	unHl	insurance	
pays.				

If	you	are	looking	to	apply	the	program	to	hospitals,	ACOs,	ALFs/SNFs,	ancillary	service	providers	or	even	rep	
groups,	there	are	a	series	of	one-page	explanaHons	under	the	OpportuniHes	tab	of	our	website.		We	also	do	
licensing	and	white	labeling	for	larger	organizaHons	and	associaHons	if	that	is	a	beeer	fit.	We	even	have	a	pay	
per	click	model	for	ACOs	and	self	insured	companies	who	can’t	afford	to	pay	insurance	rates	in	at	risk	
situaHons.	For	more	informaHon	please	click	on	the	Program	OpHons	tab.	

Once	you	finished	here,	please	click	on	the	Signup	tab	at	the	top	of	the	page	to	see	exactly	what	your	pracHce	
is	missing	to	the	penny.		Thank	you	in	advance	and	we	sincerely	look	forward	to	working	with	you.		

Doug Sparks	
CEO/Founder	
Precision Value Based Management	
precisionvbm.com 

https://precisionvbm.com/
https://precisionvbm.com/
https://precisionvbm.com/opportunities
https://precisionvbm.com/program-options
https://precisionvbm.com/signup
http://www.precisionvbm.com/


Our Technology Compliance Program is Easy as 1,2 3 
Physicians are losing out on hundreds of thousands of dollars annually in missed mandated value-based 
metrics and population health assessments not supported by their EHRs.


        Precision Value Based Management owns the very technology that grades and ranks physicians for 
payers, hospital systems and ACOs, with over 21 million patients currently being tracked on the institutional 
side. We know exactly what is expected of each physician practice. For example, even if you did Annual 
Wellness Visits/AWV and Health Risk Assessments/HRA for every patient, you will still be penalized for failing 
to act on medical necessities found within those results. Most physicians are completely unaware this is even 
happening. Only our institutional platform can identify these deficiencies, engage your patients, and drive this 
missed revenue for you! In 24 hours, we can tell you exactly what revenue you are missing!


                     1 – Let’s start with the CMS Penalties! Here is what CMS will TAKE BACK from you if you fail to 
meet their standards. These take backs are from your gross Medicare receipts for the year. If providers don’t 
meet these standards by the end of 2022, they will no longer be Medicare providers! For more information 
please click here for our Penalties Tab.




2 – Let’s look at what your EHR is missing. Every item in the red box that says, “Pending”, might as well say 
“Penalty”. Every item that says, “Completed” might as well say, “PAID”. Our technology reaches out to each 
patient individually with their own specific medical necessity with a single click. No waiting for them to come 
to the office. Massive new revenue and visit uptick immediately. BTW – the ONLY thing done on these was the 
AWV. This is a failing grade!





  




3 - Sample Actual Initial Practice Value – IPV – This is what was missed by this actual practice, who said, “Our 
EHR does what you do”. Not even close! Our first step is to provide this report to you to see where you stand 
in your practice.


Results below are taken directly from the sample physician's actual EHR. Does not include services driven by 
medical necessity from AWV, HRA & CCM – We own our own CCM an also have an agnostic RPM tracking 
app.


BASE SPREADSHEET ASSUMPTIONS 

	 Only Medicare, 

	 No Medicaid 

	 Payment for copay provided

	 No Commercial - Estimate Add 20%


The only thing worse than not earning the $554,559.26 is that you are being penalized for not taking it. In our 
program you would have been able to keep approximately 80% of this $554,559.26 if you used your staff and 
approximately 60% if you used ours. ALL items missed by your EHR!


For more information contact: 

Name:


Phone:


Email:
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